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About Us

About Us

I

nhabit Media Inc. is the first Inuit-owned, independent publishing
company in the Canadian Arctic. We aim to promote and preserve
the stories, knowledge, and talent of the Arctic, while also supporting
research in Inuit mythology and the traditional Inuit knowledge of
Nunavummiut (residents of Nunavut, Canada’s northernmost territory).
Our authors, storytellers, and artists bring traditional knowledge to life
in a way that is accessible to readers both familiar and unfamiliar with
Inuit culture and traditions.
Incorporated in 2006, Inhabit Media was born out of a need
for Nunavut kids to see their culture accurately represented in the
books they read in schools. We have spent more than ten years
working with elders and storytellers from across the Canadian Arctic
to ensure that the region’s unique Inuit oral history is recorded and not
lost to future generations.
Many of the stories that we publish have never been written
down before, having existed for centuries as tales passed orally from
generation to generation. While many of these stories are ancient, we
work closely with elders, contemporary Inuit writers, and illustrators the
world over to present folktales and traditional stories in a format that
will resonate with modern audiences. Our books do not simply provide
a glimpse into Inuit culture; they also represent the preservation of
oral history and traditional knowledge that may otherwise have
been lost, in a format that contemporary readers will find engaging,
entertaining, and informative.
As the first independent publishing company in Nunavut, we
are excited to bring Arctic stories and wisdom to the world!
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“Many of the stories that we publish have
never been written down before,
having existed for centuries as tales passed orally
from generation to generation.”

For more information about Inhabit Media
VISIT INHABITMEDIA.COM
For foreign rights inquiries, please
contact Pia Flamand at
pia.flamand@inhabitmedia.com
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It’s Time for Bed
Ceporah Mearns and Jeremy Debicki | Illustrated by Tim Mack

I
by Ceporah
& Jeremy

Mearns
Debicki

illustrated by

Tim Mack

Picture Book
9 × 8 | 36 pages
Ages 5–7
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish

Featured in Book Hungry
Bears—premiering on
CCTV in China and TVNZ
in New Zealand.
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t’s time for Siasi to go to bed, but
she doesn’t want to brush her teeth
or put away her toys. It’s so much
more fun to play with all the animals
of the Arctic! Wouldn’t everyone
rather dance with a polar bear, howl
with the wolves, and swim with the
fish than get ready for bed?

Ceporah Mearns is from Pangnirtung,
Nunavut, and Jeremy Debicki is
from Winnipeg, Manitoba, but they
call Iqaluit, Nunavut, their home.
They live there with their children,
Siasi and Siloah. Siasi inspired this
story by always coming up with so
many things she needs to do when
it’s time for bed.
Tim Mack is a Canadian-born
illustrator living in Vancouver, British
Columbia. He enjoys playing with
colours and shapes and never
misses an opportunity to swim in
the ocean. He is also the illustrator
of What’s My Superpower?
by Aviaq Johnston.
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What’s My Superpower?
Aviaq Johnston | Illustrated by Tim Mack

N

alvana feels like all of her friends
have some type of superpower.
She has friends with super speed
(who always beat her in races),
friends with super skills (who can build
all kinds of things), and friends who
are better than she is at a million
other things. Nalvana thinks she must
be the only kid in town without a
superpower. But then her mom shows
Nalvana that she is unique and
special—and that her superpower
was right in front of her all along.

Picture Book
8.5 × 8.5 | 32 pages
Ages 3–5

“Nalvana is a bundle
of creativity, spunk,
and determination—readers
will be happy
to know her.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“A book kids will clamor to
read.” —School Library Journal
“Provides the kind of big,
warm hug you want at
bedtime.” —Quill and Quire
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Aviaq Johnston is a young Inuit
author from Igloolik, Nunavut. Her
debut novel Those Who Run in
the Sky was a Burt Award for First
Nations, Inuit and Métis Literature
Honour Book and was shortlisted
for the Governor General’s Literary
Award for Young People’s Literature.
Tim Mack is a Canadian illustrator
living in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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Sweetest Kulu
Celina Kalluk | Illustrated by Alexandria Neonakis

A

Picture Book
10 × 8 | 32 pages
Ages 0–3
Also available as a board book
Wordcraft Circle Award:
Picture Books
Winner
United States Board on Books
for Young People
Outstanding International Book
Huffington Post
Best Bedtime Book

“[A] lovely bedtime book
. . . Young children will be
captivated by the stunning
beauty of the Arctic world
embracing little Kulu.”
—Quill and Quire
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lyrical lullaby imbued with
traditional Inuit beliefs,
this bedtime poem written
by internationally acclaimed
Inuit throat singer Celina Kalluk
describes the gifts bestowed upon
a newborn baby by all the animals
of the Arctic. Lyrically and lovingly
written, this visually stunning book is
infused with the Inuit values of love
and respect for the land and its
animal inhabitants.
Celina Kalluk was born and raised
in Resolute Bay, Nunavut. Sweetest
Kulu is her first book for children.
Alexandria Neonakis is an illustrator
and designer from Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia.
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Elisapee and Her Baby Seagull
Nancy Mike | Illustrated by Charlene Chua

W

hen Elisapee’s father brings
home a baby seagull, Elisapee
falls in love with the bird right away.
She feeds and cares for her new
friend, named Nau, and even helps
Nau learn how to fly! Soon, it seems
like Nau is ready to leave home for
good, and Elisapee has to learn
how to say goodbye. Based on the
author’s childhood experience, this
charming story about learning to
care for animals will delight young
readers.

Picture Book
8.5 × 8.5 | 40 pages
Ages 3–5

“Charming, sweet, and
beautifully illustrated . . .”
—The Book Wars

“The lively illustrations capture
the emotion of the story and
offer a glimpse into childhood in
Nunavut.” —Hakai Magazine
“. . . [A] heartwarming tale of
friendship filled with arctic charm
and culture.”
—Foreword Reviews

“Only in the Arctic, a world of
sculpins and krill, tundra and
brilliant northern lights, could the
story of Elisapee and Her Baby
Seagull be as real as it is.”
—CanLit for Little Canadians
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Nancy Mike was raised in
Pangnirtung, Nunavut. This is
Nancy’s first book, and she is
passionate about sharing stories
of life growing up in Nunavut.
She plays accordion and throat
sings with the Nunavut band The
Jerry Cans.
Charlene Chua
lives in Hamilton,
Ontario, with
her husband
and two cats,
and illustrates
many things.
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Una Huna: What Is This?
Susan Aglukark | Illustrated by Danny Christopher & Amanda Sandland

U

kpik loves living in her camp in
the North with her family. When
a captain from the south arrives to
trade with Ukpik’s father, Ukpik is
excited to learn how to use the forks,
knives, and spoons he brings with
him. Ukpik realizes that even though
she will learn many new things, her
love for her family and camp will
never change.

Picture Book
8 × 9 | 36 pages
Ages 5–7

Amanda Sandland is an
illustrator living in the Toronto
area. She studied illustration
at Seneca College, eventually
specializing in comic arts and
character design.

Susan Aglukark is Canada’s first
Inuk artist to win a Juno, and her
journey as a singer-songwriter has
led her to reflect on who she is,
where she comes from, and the
importance of discovery—discovery
of history, culture, and self. This time
of reflection, writing, and songwriting
has Susan coming back to one
area of profound knowing: Inuit are
an extraordinary people deeply
grounded in a culture forged by their
ancestors. Una Huna: What Is This?
and her upcoming album are inspired
by these reflections and cultural
connections.
Danny Christopher has travelled
throughout the Canadian Arctic. He
is the illustrator of The Legend of the
Fog, A Children’s Guide to Arctic
Birds, and Animals Illustrated: Polar
Bear. He lives in Toronto with his
wife, four children, and a bulldog.
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The Kamik Series
Various authors | Illustrated by Qin Leng

T

Shining Willow Award Finalist
easier to
far from

of how to
ally begin
a blizzard

he Kamik Series follows Jake and his
puppy, Kamik, as they learn traditional
Inuit dog-rearing and training practices
together. From the basic principles of how
to bond with a new puppy to teaching a
puppy to pull a sled and run with a dog
team, these books provide a fun and
heartwarming introduction to Arctic life
with dogs. Based on the life memories of
elders and community members from the
remote community of Arviat, Nunavut,
these books preserve the time-honoured
dog-training techniques that have
produced strong working and mushing
dogs for generations.

Picture Book | 8.5 × 8.5 | Ages 5–7

Qin Leng is a designer and illustrator
who has published children’s books
around the world. She has won the
Asian/Pacific American Award for
Literature and has been a Governor
General’s Literary Award finalist.

k lovingly

“An exciting tale of boy-and-puppy
bonding for Inuit children, this story
is also accessible to non-Inuit
readers . . . ”
—Kirkus Reviews

“[N]eatly delivered, making learning
fun . . .” —Kirkus Reviews
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Wild Eggs: A Tales of Arctic Egg Collecting
Suzie Napayok-Short | Illustrated by Jonathan Wright

A

Picture Book
8.5 × 8.5 | 36 pages
Ages 5–7
Silver Birch Express Award
Finalist

“A purposeful but
nonetheless evocative
glimpse of rural Inuit life
inspired by memories
of egg gathering in the
author’s youth.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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kuluk is not excited about
v
 isiting her grandparents in
Nunavut. She would rather head
south for summer vacation, somewhere with roller coasters and
cotton candy. But as soon as she
steps off the plane and sees all the
exciting animals that the tundra
has to offer, Akuluk forgets all
about her dreams of going south.
She can’t wait to travel out on
the land with her grandfather to
hunt for wild eggs. As she learns
about the different types of eggs,
how to collect them properly, and
the delicious meals that can be
prepared with them, Akuluk knows
that this is just the beginning of the
exciting things she’ll learn about
the Arctic.
Suzie Napayok-Short currently lives
in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
Wild Eggs is Suzie’s first book for
children. It was inspired by egghunting trips she shared with her
father.
Jonathan Wright is an illustrator
living in Iqaluit, Nunavut. His work
has appeared in a variety of
newspapers, magazines, and
books.
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The Owl and the Lemming
Roselynn Akulukjuk | Illustrated by Amanda Sandland

A
Akulukjuk • Sandland

by Roselynn Akulukjuk

illustrated by Amanda Sandland

Picture Book
9 × 7 | 32 pages
Ages 5–7
Blue Spruce Award
Finalist
Shining Willow Award
Finalist

s Owl swoops down and blocks
the entrance to a lemming den,
he is sure that he has a tasty meal
in the little animal he has cornered.
But this lemming is not about to be
eaten! This smart little rodent will
need to appeal to the boastful owl’s
sense of pride to get away.
This cheeky tale is accompanied
by unique illustrations featuring
digitally drawn characters over
photographs of a hand-built set.
Roselynn Akulukjuk is an author
and filmmaker from Pangnirtung,
Nunavut. Her first film, a live-action
puppetry short, provided the
inspiration for The Owl and the
Lemming.
Amanda Sandland is an illustrator
living in the Toronto area.

“This Arctic spin on a familiar
folkloric theme… offers a
glimpse of a landscape too little
seen in children’s books.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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Sukaq and the Raven
Kerry McCluskey and Roy Goose | Illustrated by Soyeon Kim

S

ukaq loves to drift off to sleep
listening to his mother tell him
stories. His favourite story is the tale
of how a raven created the world.
But this time, as his mother begins
to tell the story and his eyelids
become heavy, he is suddenly
whisked away on the wings of the
raven to ride along as the entire
world is formed!

Picture Book
9 × 9 | 36 pages
Ages 5–7

“The colour palette is rich,
and the skyscapes are
transporting.”
—CM Magazine

“Soyeon Kim’s dioramic
illustrations... propel
Sukaq and the Raven into
even greater depths of
storytelling.”
—CanLit for Little Canadians
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Kerry McCluskey lived in
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, for
five years before moving to Iqaluit,
Nunavut, to work as a journalist.
Today, Kerry writes and lives in
Iqaluit with her son.
Roy Goose learned many of the
legends he knows from his greatgrandmother, Mamie Mamayauk,
who travelled with the Arctic
explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson.
Roy passed these legends on to his
children to teach them important
life lessons and morals.
Soyeon Kim is a Toronto-based,
Korean-born artist and art educator
whose work merges fine sketching
and painting techniques to produce
three-dimensional dioramas. She has
won the Amelia Frances HowardGibbon Illustrator’s Award.
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Way Back Then
Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Germaine Arnaktauyok

K

udlu’s children will not go to sleep
until he tells them a story of long
ago. Before they will shut their eyes,
they want to hear about a time long
before Kudlu was born, a time when
the world was magic. They want to
hear about giants, animals disguised
as humans, little people the size of
lemmings, and all the other wonderful
things that existed way back then.
In the format of a sweet and simple
bedtime story, Way Back Then is the
perfect introduction to Inuit folktales.

Picture Book
8.5 × 8.5 | 44 pages
Ages 5–7
Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon
Illustrator’s Award
Finalist
Kirkus Best Books
International Picture Book Selection

Also available:
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Picture Book
9 × 7.5 | 52 pages
Ages 7–9
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Neil Christopher is an educator,
author, and filmmaker. He first
moved to the North many years
ago to help start a high school
program in Resolute Bay, Nunavut.
Since that first experience in the
Arctic, Nunavut has been the only
place he has been able to call
home. Neil has worked with many
community members to record and
preserve traditional Inuit stories.
Germaine Arnaktauyok is an Inuit
artist and illustrator, best known for
her prints and etchings depicting
Inuit myths and traditional ways
of life. In 1999, she designed the
special-edition two-dollar coin
commemorating the founding
of the territory of Nunavut. She is
the illustrator of several children’s
books on Inuit myths and lives in
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
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The Orphan and the Polar Bear
Sakiasi Qaunaq | Illustrated by Eva Widermann
Sakiasi Qaunaq | Eva Widermann

Orphan
Polar Bear
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The Polar Bear and the Orphan

abitmedia.com
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$12.95
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Picture Book
10 × 8 | 44 pages
Ages 6–8

“Both the folkloric narrative
and lush artwork command
attention.”
—Publishers Weekly

I

n the world of Inuit traditional
stories, animals and humans are
not such different creatures, and
animals often have much to teach
humans about the world. In The
Orphan and the Polar Bear, a little
orphan who has been abandoned
on the sea ice by a group of cruel
hunters is discovered and adopted
by a polar bear elder. While living
in the bear’s village, the orphan
learns many lessons about survival
and his own place in the world.
Sakiasi Qaunaq was born in 1942
at Alangnarjuk, a campsite near
Igloolik. His grandmother told him
stories as a child—including The
Orphan and the Polar Bear. Today
he feels their retelling is crucial to
sustaining Inuit traditions and culture.
Eva Widermann is a graduate of
the graphic and design program
at the Academy of Fine Arts
in Munich, Germany. Her art is
deeply influenced by an unusual
combination of Franco-Belgian
comics, manga, and anime.
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The Raven and the Loon
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley and Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley | Illustrated by Kim Smith

D

Picture Book
9 × 7 | 36 pages
Ages 4–6

“Folklore invitingly told
and presented for a young
audience.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“In addition to being an
entertaining story, The
Raven and the Loon is full of
valuable messages.”
—Quill and Quire
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o you know what animals look
like? Are you sure? Inuit aren’t
sure, and their stories have been
around for a long time. In the old
days, it was easy to change shape.
Animals lived like people. Their fur
and feathers were like coats made
of magic. But it was hard to change
colour, and everyone needs colour
in life. That’s why Raven and Loon
decide to make beautiful coats for
one another. But their creations do
not go as planned...

Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley was born
at the northernmost edge of
Baffin Island, in Canada’s Arctic.
She grew up learning traditional
survival lore from her father. Sean
Qitsualik-Tinsley was born at the
southernmost edge of Ontario.
He grew up learning traditional
woodcraft. They were brought
together by a love of nature and
each other. Together, they write
Arctic fantasy.
Kim Smith is an illustrator from
Calgary, Alberta. She has illustrated
several children’s books, including
The Great Puppy Invasion and E.T.
the Extra-Terrestrial: The Classic
Illustrated Storybook. Along with
illustrating picture books, she has
created illustrations for video
games, apps, magazines, displays,
apparel, animation, and more.
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Putuguq & Kublu and the Qalupalik!
Roselynn Akulukjuk and Danny Christopher | Illustrated by Astrid Arijanto

W

hat creatures lurk beneath the
sea ice? Putuguq and Kublu—
two siblings who can’t seem to get
along—are about to find out!
Roselynn Akulukjuk is an author
and filmmaker from Pangnirtung,
Nunavut. Her first film, a live-action
puppetry short, provided the
inspiration for her recent children’s
book The Owl and the Lemming.

Graphic Novel
6 × 8 | 44 pages
Ages 5–7

Also available:

ndra—
up to
By

Danny Christopher ·

Illustrated by

Astrid Arijanto

s and
et. But
t go as
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Danny Christopher has travelled
throughout the Canadian Arctic.
He is the illustrator of The Legend
of the Fog, A Children’s Guide to
Arctic Birds, and Animals Illustrated:
Polar Bear. He lives in Toronto with
his wife, four children, and dog.
Astrid Arijanto is a designer and
illustrator who spent her childhood
drawing on any surface she could
get her hands on. Since then, her
work has appeared in various media
and publications across Canada
and Asia. She lives in Toronto.

“An emotionally and spiritually
warming visit to the Arctic.”
—Kirkus Reviews

United States Board on Books
for Young People
Outstanding International Book
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“An entertaining story of sibling
one-upmanship.”
—Publishers Weekly
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The Fox Wife
Beatrice Deer | Illustrated by DJ Herron

B

ased on award-winning musician
Beatrice Deer’s powerful song
“Fox,” this graphic novel reinterprets
a traditional Inuit story for a new
generation. On a cloudless summer
night, a fox falls to earth and comes
across a family of humans. As the
seasons change and they move their
camp, she follows them, growing ever
more intrigued by the oldest son, Irniq.

Graphic Novel
9 × 7.5 | 40 pages
Ages 7–9

Beatrice Deer is a singer with
four albums under her belt,
including an award-winner
for Best Inuit Cultural Album at
the 2005 Canadian Aboriginal
Music Awards. The Fox Wife is
Beatrice’s first book.
DJ Herron studied animation
at Loyalist College, where
she spent the bulk of her
time designing characters
and writing stories. When not
storyboarding, sculpting, or
designing monsters, she is
likely to be found thumbing
through fashion history and old
medieval etiquette books.
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When Irniq grows older and sets out
hunting on his own, he is surprised
to enter his tent one day and find
a strange woman who says she is
his wife. Tired of being alone, Irniq
welcomes the woman. But soon he
grows curious and cannot stop himself
from asking too many questions...

Graphic Novels
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The Country of Wolves
Retold by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Ramón Pérez

B

Graphic Novel
9 × 7 | 100 pages
Ages 5–7

Also available:

ased on the acclaimed animated
film Amaqqut Nunaat: The Country
of Wolves and adapted from a
centuries-old traditional Inuit folktale,
this visually stunning graphic novel
takes readers on a mysterious
adventure with two brothers who
become lost on the sea ice. It begins as
an average hunting trip for two young
men, but when they find themselves
lost, the only safe haven to be found
for miles—a mysterious village filled
with the sounds of drum dancing and
revelry—turns out to be even more
dangerous than the frigid ocean.

Picture Book
10 × 8 | 44 pages
Ages 5–7

Neil Christopher is an educator, author,
and filmmaker. He first moved to the
North many years ago to help start a
high school program in Resolute Bay,
Nunavut. Since that first experience in
the Arctic, Nunavut has been the only
place he has been able to call home.
Neil has worked with many community
members to record and preserve
traditional Inuit stories.

Picture Book
8.5 × 8.5 | 52 pages
Ages 5–7

Ramón Pérez is a Canadian cartoonist
working predominantly in comic books
and children’s books. Recent career
highlights include Captain America
and the First Thirteen, Deadpool
Team-Up #883, and the Eisner awardwinning graphic novel Tale of Sand,
which Ramón directly adapted from
the original screenplay by Jim Henson
and Jerry Juhl for Archaia Publishing.
Ramón lives in Toronto.
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The Gnawer of Rocks
Louise Flaherty | Illustrated by Jim Nelson

W

Graphic Novel
10 × 8 | 60 pages
Ages 12+
Junior Library Guild
Selection

“Atmospheric, painterly
illustrations complement
the text. The graphic novel
layout works well, setting a
good pace, and increasing
tension as needed.”
—School Library Journal
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hile everyone is busy
preparing for the coming
winter, two girls wander away from
their camp, following a path of
strange, beautiful stones. Each
stone is lovelier than the last,
and the trail leads them farther
and farther away from camp.
But what starts out as a peaceful
afternoon on the tundra quickly
turns dangerous when the girls find
themselves trapped in the cave of
Mangittatuarjuk—the Gnawer of
Rocks!
Louise Flaherty is an Inuit educator
who grew up in Clyde River,
Nunavut. Early on, Louise was
fortunate to be surrounded by
great storytellers. Her grandparents
instilled in her a passion for Inuktitut
and an understanding that
speaking Inuktitut is a fundamental
part of Inuit identity.
Jim Nelson is a freelance artist
based in Chicago, Illinois. He has a
lifelong interest in myths, legends,
and the fantastic.
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The Animals Illustrated Series
Various authors

A

nimals Illustrated
mixes fun-filled
animal facts suitable for
the youngest of readers
with intricately detailed
illustrations to create a
unique and beautiful
collection of children’s
non-fiction books about
Arctic animals. Each
volume contains first-hand
accounts from authors
who live in the Arctic,
along with interesting facts
on the behaviours and
biology of each animal.
Non-Fiction
6 × 9 | 32 pages
Ages 5–7
Ontario Library
Association Best Bets
Animals Illustrated: Walrus

Arctic Wolf

Bowhead Whale

he
eate
oks
from
the

Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the
youngest of readers with intricately detailed illustrations to create
a unique and beautiful collection of children’s non-fiction books
on Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand accounts from
authors who live in the Arctic, along with interesting facts on the
behaviours
and biology
of each
animal.by Sho Uehara
by Joanasie
Karpik
• illustrated
In this book, kids will learn how Arctic wolves raise their babies,
where they live, what they eat, and other interesting information,
like why their fur is white!

Arctic Wolf

Bowhead Whale

teeth!

Non-Fiction
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Flaherty • Bigham

Karpik • Uehara

5

ISBN 978-1-77227-213-0

5

www.inhabitmedia.com

$15.95
51595

9 781772 272130
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Arctic Wolf
by William Flaherty

•

illustrated by

Sean Bigham

Canadian Children’s Book
Centre Best Books
Animals Illustrated: Walrus
Animals Illustrated: Muskox
Animals Illustrated: Narwhal
Animals Illustrated: Polar Bear

Non-Fiction
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Why the Monster
Rachel and Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley

H

uuq is a young Inuk boy who
has never fit into camp life. One
day, fleeing yet another attack
from the camp bullies, Huuq finds
himself alone and far away with
only his dog, Qipik, as company.
On a lonesome hill, Huuq and Qipik
find an egg. When Huuq breaks this
mysterious egg, it unleashes a series
of events that turn Huuq himself into
a monstrous half-human creature.
As Huuq tries to figure out why he
has been turned into a monster,
what the egg and its contents
mean, and how he can return to his
natural self, he is thrust into a world
of fearsome creatures, mystical
powers, and an evil the likes of
which Huuq has never encountered.

Young Adult Fiction
6 × 9 | 256 pages
Ages 12+
Black Line Illustrations

“A true original… the
ultimate feat of this book,
the thing that lifts it to the
level of the best classic
fantasy, is the human
relations that it illuminates.”
—CM Magazine
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Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley was born
at the northernmost edge of
Baffin Island, in Canada’s Arctic.
She grew up learning traditional
survival lore from her father. Sean
Qitsualik-Tinsley was born at the
southernmost edge of Ontario.
He grew up learning traditional
woodcraft. They were brought
together by a love of nature and
each other. Together, they write
Arctic fantasy.

Young Adult Fiction
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Skraelings
Rachel and Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley

F

or Kannujaq, a young hunter
travelling the tundra alone,
“Tuniit” is a word he has only heard
in fables about a strange, stocky,
shy race of beings that are rarely
seen. That is, until he finds himself
in the midst of a Tuniit camp!
Kannujaq learns that the tranquility
of this Tuniit camp has been
shaken by a group of murderous,
pale, bearded strangers who have
arrived on a huge boat shaped
like a loon. Why do these bearded
giants return every spring? And
why won’t their leader, the
Glaring One, allow his men to stop
searching the Tuniit camps?
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Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley was born
at the northernmost edge of
Baffin Island, in Canada’s Arctic.
She grew up learning traditional
survival lore from her father. Sean
Qitsualik-Tinsley was born at the
southernmost edge of Ontario.
He grew up learning traditional
woodcraft. They were brought
together by a love of nature and
each other. Together, they write
Arctic fantasy.

“A well-written, engaging introduction to the complex history of
the peoples of the Arctic.”
—School Library Journal
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Those Who Run in the Sky
Aviaq Johnston

A

fter a strange and violent
blizzard leaves young shamanin-training Pitu stranded on the sea
ice—without his dog team or any
weapons to defend himself—he
soon realizes that he is no longer in
the world that he once knew. The
storm has carried him into the world
of the spirits, a world populated by
terrifying creatures. After stumbling
upon a fellow shaman who has
been trapped in the spirit world for
many years, Pitu must master all of
his shamanic powers to make his
way back to the world of the living,
to his family and the girl he loves.
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Aviaq Johnston is a young Inuit
author from Igloolik, Nunavut. Her
debut novel Those Who Run in
the Sky was a Burt Award for First
Nations, Inuit and Métis Literature
Honour Book and was shortlisted
for the Governor General’s
Literary Award for Young People’s
Literature.

“. . . [A] haunting tale, with both
Inuit culture and a ghoulish spirit
world explored in a thrilling and
arresting manner.”
—Foreword Reviews
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An excerpt from Those Who Run in the Sky

Pitu stepped back in instant horror, dropping his
weapons in shock. It wasn’t a woman, he realized
instantly. The stories he had been told as a child about
playing on the ice alone sprang to memory. He was
looking at a qallupilluq: a creature that steals lone
children.
All three of them swirled around to look at
him. Large, bulbous eyes, like those of a fish, bulged
out of their faces; their mouths were black holes filled
with sharp teeth. The taut skin that clung tightly to
their bones was a pallid shade of grey, resembling a
drowned body. They wore amautiit that were covered
in algae, the hems stripping off, showing their thin
arms and legs, their knobby joints.
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